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Hello Everyone,
I hope this new month finds you all in good health and will bring many
nachas and blessings.
It was a good month with Hazzan Tapper’s beautiful and inspirational
Shabbat services. He was on vacation for one week and Rabbi Kenneth
Milhander subbed for him as usual. We always love having Rabbi Ken here
and are happy that he is able to provide us with such enjoyable and
informative services. Because Jim Sevin (our broadcast technician) was
also on vacation that week, we were not able to livestream the service. We
did have an in-person minyan so we were able to have a full Shabbat
Service and I can tell you that it was an amazing feeling!
We are really hoping that more people will start to feel comfortable coming
back to services in-person. We have done everything possible and
recognized as “best practices” by the L.A. County Health Dept. to be safe.
That includes everyone being vaccinated, masked and social distancing (we
have plenty of room to accommodate our entire congregation and still social
distance). Of course we understand if you are not ready to venture out yet
and we will continue to livestream as much as possible for your
convenience.
It is great to see that the Covid-19 numbers are down at this time, and the
booster shots are approved and seem to be easy to obtain for those who
qualify.

We have started back to having people participate in the services as we feel
is safe and appropriate. We are already having a congregant say the
candle blessing and also open the ark for the Aleynu prayer.
More events such as dinners, desserts and classes, that many of you will
enjoy and hopefully attend, are being planned. A pasta dinner is currently in
the planning stages as is a Chanukah dinner and celebration. Keep your
eyes on the Weekly Newsletter for details.
Our ongoing efforts to provide transportation for people who would like to
come in person but need a ride is progressing. It will be a combination of
people who are able to give someone else a ride and taxi rides reimbursed
by us for people who need them. Please call the office if you need a ride.
We will be sure you can get here for services.
Have a good November and a Happy Thanksgiving.
Shalom
Lila

No one of us walks alone. Each of us carries the experiences of
ancestors wherever he or she roams, along with their problems, traumas,
victories, their hope and aspirations. Our thoughts grow out from their
thoughts, our destiny is shaped by their goals. At our highest peak they
are there. They are holding our hands, pushing us upward. They provide
the back upon which we stand. We share that face, that heritage with all
of our people.
The above is why our Jewish people are so important. If you want to find
peace with any other person in the world, you have to start with your own
people. Until then, you haven’t yet found peace within your own self. It is
only when you find it that you can help all of us find peace for the entire
world.
Consider the Jewish people. Each of us is a brother or sister of a great
family of many thousands of years. Where one of us walks, there walks
sages and martyrs, heroes and heroines, legends and miracles, all the
way back to Abraham and Sarah. They are the first Jews who challenged
the whole world with their ideals. Their walk, the tears, the blood and the
chutzpah of millennial. That is the legacy of those who lived, yearned and
died for a world to come, a world that places ideals that come to a reality.
Should we abandon them to join a homogeneous mess? For this no one
world benefit. Their destiny is our destiny. In them we are fulfilled, all
together. In this oneness relies the future of the entire world.
The Jewish people are a vital organ of a single, wonderful body that
breathes with a single set of lungs, pulsates with a single heart that draws
from a single well of consciousness. These are people: Inuit, Swahili,
Turks, Irocese, and all of us.
If we try to do each other’s job we’re in a big mess. When we find our
place in the grand whole, and do our very best then the world is definitely
on the right route toward world peace.
Sam Pearlman
P.S. Our ancient mothers and fathers, all those from whom we learn
wisdom—they are not guardians of the past . They are messengers of
the future.
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Beth Shalom Services: All services are now in hybrid mode. Vaccinated people with proof and a mask may attend in person, all others may watch on our
Facebook page, Beth Shalom of Whittier. When there is a livestream taking place, you can click on it and watch. We encourage anyone who is not yet comfortable
coming to in-person services to tune in each week and take part in our services virtually and leave messages of greeting to other who are watching. This is one way we
can all stay in touch.

November 5--7:25 pm Prelude; 7:30 pm Service--Hazzan Lance and Ty Woodward
November 12--Berlin Kristallnacht Remembrance Service 7:25 pm Prelude; 7:30 pm Service--Hazzan Lance and Ty Woodward
November 19--7:25 pm Prelude; 7:30 pm Service--Hazzan Lance and Ty Woodward
November 29--7:25 pm Prelude; 7:30 pm Service--Hazzan Lance and Ty Woodward

Directions for viewing livestream services:
If you are a current Facebook subscriber, you need only to go to our Facebook page, Beth Shalom of Whittier, to view these
announcements and videos. If you are not a current Facebook subscriber, you need to go to www.facebook.com and sign up with a
username and password and then you can access our page at that point.
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Stanley Kramer

November 4

Rita Rubin

November 13

Samuel Gonzales

November 24

Klara Wein

November 25

Evelyn Litwin

November 30

Anniversary
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Beth Shalom of Whittier wishes you a
Happy Birthday!!
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
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